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Science Yourself

No G’s About It

Women in Astronomy

11 a.m.–noon ExoplanEts / For all
Frédérique Baron, Scientific and EPO coordinator for the Institute 
for research on exoplanets

Introduction to techniques used to discover exoplanets, their variety  
and researchers’ hopes of soon being able to find Earth’s twin. 

noon–1 p.m. WomEn in lunar nomEnclaturE / For all
Bettina Forget - Visual Voice Gallery

Presentation on the naming of moon craters to honor women astronomers 
and scientists.  
(The presentations will be given in English, but the question period afterward will be 
bilingual)   

1–2 p.m. WomEn in astronomy – Discussion anD 
carEErs / For all

Hosted by Nathalie Ouellette, Coordinator for the Institute  
for research on exoplanets

A discussion among women in astronomy to find out more about careers 
in astronomy and science. 
(Panelists will be speaking English and French, so the same information may not be 
conveyed in both languages.)   

11 a.m.–3 p.m. astronomical makErspacE / Ages 4–11
Science Yourself! No G’s about it.

Explore the cosmos through creativity, combining science and art. 

11 a.m.–6 p.m. Workshop:  launch a bottlE rockEt.*  
Ages 8 +
Oronos Polytechnique, McGill Rocket Team

Learn the basics of how a rocket works and then make one yourself.  
Using plastic bottles and a bicycle pump, you can propel your own  
rocket into the sky! 

astrophotography Exhibition / For all
BrightDot Events, Royal Astronomical Society of Canada

Exhibition of photographs of the deep sky and astronomical landscapes.

obsErvation of thE Earth from  
satEllitEs / For all
MDA

Discovery table on the many services provided by satellites. You’ll find out 
lots more from models, games and activities.

thE sEcrEts of mEtEoritEs / For all
Planétarium Rio Tinto Alcan

Discover the fascinating world of meteorites as an astronomer guides  
you through the biggest collection in Quebec.

builD your oWn cubEsat / For all
PolyOrbite

Dive into space science by making your own CubeSat out of paper. 

builD your oWn comEt / Ages 4–11
BrightDot Events, Royal Astronomical Society of Canada

Educational activities and crafts for children. Learn about space and  
make a comet to take home! 

spacE olympics / For all
Space Concordia

Activities to help children understand the phases of the Moon,  
or train their memories with pictures of planets, rockets, etc.

hoW to sEE thE invisiblE / For all
AstroMcGill, Physics Matters

Our eyes can’t see everything, like ultraviolet light. Technology allows us  
to unveil the invisible. 

obsErving thE sun* / For all
Société d’astronomie du Planétarium de Montréal,   
Royal Astronomical Society of Canada

Observe the Sun using specialized telescopes and other optical  
instruments.

QuEstions anD activity shEEts / Ages 6–12
Astro-Poly

Children discover space and astronomy through games, questions and 
activities. 

WEbbvr ExpEriEncE / Ages 6 +
Institute for research on exoplanets

Discover the James Webb Space Telescope through a virtual experience. 

 11 a.m.–8 p.m. rockEt Display / For all
RockETS, Space Concordia, McGill Rocket Team 

Exhibition and presentation on rockets entered into competitions among 
amateur builders’ clubs. 

information tablEs / For all Several organizations have stands to present their activities and invite you 
to join them beyond International Astronomy Day. 

2–3:30 p.m. starring thE milky Way: galactic  
oriEntation anD painting / For all
Swarm, Plateau Astro

Paint your own artwork inspired by the Milky Way and take it home  
with you. 

2:30–3:30 p.m. thE starry sky, a lEgacy to sharE 
For all
ASTROLab du Parc national du Mont-Mégantic

Introduction to the International Dark Sky Reserve at Mont Mégantic,  
the activities at the Mont Mégantic ASTROLab and information about 
light pollution.

3–6 p.m. astronomical activitiEs / For all
Cegep Student Space Clubs

A number of workshop stations offer space activities designed for  
each age group.

3:30–4 p.m. shaDoW chasErs / For all
Royal Astronomical Society of Canada

Documentary on the 2017 total eclipse of the Sun and a passionate  
devotee’s hunt for a few moments of darkness.

3:30–5 p.m. lunar cratEr skEtching Workshop 
Ages 6  and up
Bettina Forget and Cegep Student Space Clubs

Learn how to represent the fine details of moon craters. 

4–4:30 p.m. 3D Walks on mars / For all
Royal Astronomical Society of Canada

3D movie showing actual footage taken by Mars rovers.

4:30–6 p.m. ask an Enthusiast / For all Astronomers, scientists, and artists will anwer all your questions! 

5–6:30 p.m. Workshop: satEllitEs anD spacE  
missions / Ages 8–15
McGill Space Group

Workshop on how satellites are designed and operated,  
depending on their mission.

6–7 p.m. thE starry sky, a lEgacy to sharE / For all
ASTROLab du Parc national du Mont-Mégantic

Introduction to the International Dark Sky Reserve at Mont Mégantic,  
the activities at the Mont Mégantic ASTROLab and information about  
light pollution.

6:30–8 p.m. gravity Workshop / For all
QMSat

Participants will build a capsule for astronaut David St-Jacques to return  
to Earth in. Standing in for the astronaut will be—an egg!

7–8 p.m. 50 yEars of moon Exploration / For all
David Shuman, Royal Astronomical Society of Canada

Illustrated talk celebrating the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 mission. 

8:30–11 p.m. obsErving thE night sky* / For all
Société d’astronomie du Planétarium de Montréal,
Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, Astro-Poly

Observe the night sky, with the naked eye or a telescope. You can see  
more than just the moon in the deep sky, even in a big city like Montréal.

*Outdoor activity, weather permitting.
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